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P^OTE.

While these Sermons were pass -ntr through the press, the

satisjactory announcement was mad,- >hnr thi Rev H. P. Plumptre

had accepted tht appointment to the Reel y of fames'. Mr.

Plumptre is just the right age for beginning worA t the Cathedral;

he is strong physically, intellectually, and spm^ually. He is a

thoroughly good scholar, well abrenst of mod* k^-'rht, neither

frightened by it nor unorthodoxly affected by it. a man of

wide outlook and large sympathies, no narrow-mw partisan, but

a sound Churchman, who will, I am confident, cmrr n the work at

St. James' on the present lines, and uphold the best / 'ttwn r of the

Cathedral.

E.

The Rectory,

7th July, igog.
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I.

Ileb. xii. 2'.— This u'ord, Yft once morr, sifinifuth Ihc n moving

of thosr thirnis llial an si ^km, as of tlniifis that hare

ban mad(\ that those t.Aiujs u-hUh are not sliakcn

may remain.

I proposp to siiy something to-day i»ri a subject which is of

general interest to the Chureh at large, "nd next Sunday. D.V..

to speak about matters that eoncern our own I'arish v.i particular.

We may take the words from the Epistle to the Hebrews as

a starting point, because though they refer probably to some

great final upheaval, yet there is a sense in which they are n >t

napplicable to any of those other "crises" as we call th<

greater or smaller, through which the Church has been passing

at intervals ever since the day of Pentecost. The causes of these

recurring crises are as various as the aspects they as.sume; but

it has happened from time to tir e that things that seemed im-

movable have been shaken and h e ultimately disappeared, and

that men's hearts have failea them for fear, because they

thought that everything they held most dear was being taken

from them. Then the time of crisis has paased and they have

seen that all has been working to a good end and that the things

which have been shaken have been removed, that the things which

\v"*e not shaken might remain.

Now it seems to me that no thoughtful person can doubt

that the whole of Western Christendom, including even the

apparently unimpressionable and unalterable Chur'-h of Rome,

is passing at present through just su(h a crisis as this. And
the cause of the present distress is the i)n»mulgation of teaching

about the Bible which is regarded as at least dangerous, if not

actually subversive of the Christian faith. This kind of teach-

ing is popularly known as the Higher Criticism; and it seems

to me that there are three ways in which it is being met by dif-

ferent classes of people. Some ridicule it; some are panic-

stricken; and some face the situation with calmness and sanity.

IMIilll I III III! Ill III III M I
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Of the first two of these methods I only want to say this

—

that ridicule is a weapon which is easily turned against those

who use it, and in any case is not a suitable weapon to use in a

serious matter, while panic is a state of mind altogether un-

worthy of Christian believers.

Let us see then if it is not possible to make some suggestions

for looking at the matter calmly and sanely.

1. In the first place—and this remark is not as unnecessary

as it might appear to be—it is eminently desirable that people

should understand what higher criticism is. As far as I have

been able to observe, I am inclined to think that most people

who talk about it, whether to ridicule it or to express their fear

of it, have only the vaguest ideas of what it actually is. The
name is a rather unfortunate one; because it seems to imply an
assumption of superiority on the part of those who accept the

conclusions of criticism. But nothing of the sort is actually

implied. The lower criticism is that study which concerns itself

with the words of an author; it endeavours to discover what he
actually wrote, its significance, and so on. The higher criticism

is that study which concerns itself with such questions as who
was the author of a given book, at what date was it vvTitten,

and the like. And I ought perhaps at this point to say that

the term criticism itself is used in this connexion in a technical

sense and has nothing whatever to do with the common use of

it in the sense—practically—of fault finding. It is obviously

just as lawful a thing to inquire as to the authorship or the

date of a book of the Bible as to inquire into the exact meaning
and interpretation of its words; that is to say, in itself the higher
criticism is as lawful as the lower.

2. Secondly, higher criticism is. strictly speaking, no new
thing, though until comparatively recently it was at a stand-

still. The lower or verbal criticism has always been a living

subject of study. Every Bible student who brings to light any
fresh or deeper meaning in any part of the Bible is really in his

way contributing to the sum total of thr? knowledge of the Bible,

and so is in his measure sharing in the lower criticism, even
though he may be hardly anything of a scholar. And this kind
of criticism is. as I said, always going on wherever in the Church
there are men of scholarship who are sufficiently interested in

the Bible to study its words in a thorough and careful and schol-

arly way. But with the higher criticism it is different. Centur-
ies ago certain conclusions about the date and authorship of the
various books became generally accepted throughout the Church.
No or" ^e.g.) had any doubt that all the first five books of th?
Old Te>.iament were written by Moses. The higher critics of



those days arrived at those conclusions; the method by which
they reached them does not concern us now; and those conclu-
sions became traditional in the Church. Not one of us as a child
reached any of these conclusions unaided. We were taught
what we were taught, as (e.g.) that Moses wrote Genesis and
the next four books, by people who had themselves been taught
it in the same way, until ultimately you get back to some one
man or some set of men, who in some more or less authoritative
way announced that it was even so. Nowadays on the auth-
ority of other scholars, who have reconsidered the whole matter,
we are asked to accept a different set of conclusions as to the
authorship and date and so on of much of the Old Testament.
What I want to make clear if I can. is that there always must
be some criticism of this kind; it may be conservative, as it all

was until comparatively recently, or it may be radical, as a good
deal of it is to-day, or it may be moderate, as the wisest and
sanest of it is at the present time.

3. The next point that I want to emphasize is that the criti-

cism with which we are chiefly concerned is not the alarming
and dangerous and soul-destroying thing which it is sometimes
supposed to be. It may involve the removing of the things that
are shaken, but there are things which cannot be shaken and
which remain. Some years ago a book was published by Mr.
Gladstone under the title. The Impregnable Bock of Holy Scrip-
ture. I don't know whether he was the author of the phrase or
not, but in any case it is an admirable expression. Holy Scrip-
ture may well be compared to a rock, to an impregnable rock;
and critics are like geologists. We all know that it is not so very
long since every one believed that the whole of this earth on
which we live was, roughly speaking, about 6,000 years old ; now
geologists tell us that a great deal of it must have been in exist-

ence for millions upon millions of years ; the rocks, however, are
just as sure a foundation as they were, though their age has
been multiplied many thousand times. So it is with Holy Scrip-
ture. Critics may change their opinions as to the dates of por-
tions of it, as geologists change their opinions as to the dates
of portions of the earth. But the rock of Holy Scripture re-

mains impregnable; there it is. unchanged in itself, and undim-
inished in value by all that has been said and written about it

during these last years.

4. Undiminished in value, do I say ? Nay, let me once more
express, as I have often done before, my own profound conviction

that the value of the Bible will ultimately be found to be enorm-
ously enhanced by the reverent and careful study of it which is

being made by deyont Christian men and convinced believers;



that is the spiritual value of it, the value of it for the personal

life We do not go to Shakespeare for history, nor to Tennyson

for science, though there is a good deal of history m the one

and science in the other. Similarly, we should not expect to

find in the Bible what it is not the main purpose of the Bible

to supply. The Bible is the record of God's gradual revelation

of Himseif to the world ; everything else is subordinate to that

main puri)ose. Patriarch, Lawgiver, Prophet, Psalmist, Poet,

Historian, each contributed of his own as he was moved by the

Holy Spirit; and what modern criticism has done for us, and

that for which we owe it a debt beyond the power of words to

measure, is that it has set these various parts of the Old Testa-

ment in particular in their true relation one towards another, and

generally given us a juster view of the whole of that Divine

Library which we call the Bible.

It is impossible to go into details here and now; but I am
sure from my own experience that, unless we hold very mechan-

ical and therefore unworthy views of inspiration, we shall find

(though it may cost us much to re-adjust ourselves to a changed

point of view) that modern criticism has given us immeasurably

more than it las taken from us. It tells you {e.g.) that the last

chapters of I-aiah are the work not of the great prophet of that

name who was one of the chief figures at Jerusalem in the reign

of Hezekiah, and other kings of Judah, but of some one who

lived during the exile, after the people of Judah had been car-

ried away captive into Babylon. You lose something if you

accept what you are told ; but you gain a greater sense of rtality,

inasmuch as the words of the prophet are thus brought home

more closely to the life of his people, and therefore—as it seems

to me—to all life, to yours and ^line.

Let me then, as my parting word to you on this sub,iect,

urge you, in the days to come, when the subject is discussed (as

it must be more and more), not to put any confidence in any one

who is so deluded as to imagine that a grave and serious subject

like this can be effectively or adequately dealt with by weapons

of ridicule. Let m urge you not to be alarmed by panic-

stricken folk who are afraid that the foundations are being

cast down. In these days we have the re-assuring knowledge,

as once we had not, that the best critical work is being done now
by men to whom the revelation of God in Christ is the supreme

reality of their lives, who find in their own work confirmation

of their faith, and in whose work therefore we too might find

confirmation of ours. It is not, of course, to be expected that

all the re-adjustment that will be necessary will be accomplished

without much pain to those into the very fibres of whose life the

I



traditional way of looking at things is almost inextricably

wover There^never can be a new movement in anythingwhch

.Ws not cause distress to some. But the anxieties and the pains

arTbufas the travail pangs which are at once the necessary pre-

ludes and the sure heralds of new and vigorous lite.

And, as has been said by one who has writte" wisely on the

subiect
" 'The battle guns which have been pointed against the

Church in one generation shall be melted down into Church bells

for the next ' Yes, into Church bells; for the criticism which

in the hand of some has been so destructive of all that we hold

most dear shall end in the hands of others by summonmg back

rfhe Church our children and our children's children in the

generations that are yet to come."

!
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II.

Philippians iii. 13—Stretching forward.

St. Paul, as he dictated he passage in which occurs the

word rendered by the Revisers "stretching forward, had m
mind, no doubt, the foot-race which would be so familiar a sight

to his readers. He calls up before himself the remembrance

of some of those great games at which probably he had otten

been a spectator; he sees the ciowded seats filled with an ap-

plauding and excited multitude; he sees the running path below

with the runnel^ at the top of their speed, their heads erect,

their chests thrown their eyes never turned back, but always

fixed on what he ca the mark or goal, and ever/ nerve and

sinew strained to the utmost in the effort of the race. That is

the Apostle's image, and for the help and guidance and encour-

agement of his readers he takes it and applies it to his own lite

They, the Philippian Christians, are still, in much weakncM ind

imperfection, struggling on; it is the same with himself
;
he

counts not himself to have apprehended yet ? he is still imperfect,

though perfe-uon is his goal; and towards that goal he never

ceases day by day to press onward; what is past—the things that

- behind—is past for ever; the ideal still iinattained—tiie

tning" that are before--concerna him now ; and to that ideal he

is always stretching forward.

What a picture the words givo vs of a life of earnest en-

deavour after higher things, the lii'^ of the man who wrote, 1

so run as not uncertainly; so fight I, as not beating the air; but

I buffet my body and bring it into bondage, lest by any means

after that I have preached to others, I myself should be re-

iected"- the life of the man who exhorted Timothy to endure

hardness as a good soldier of Jesus Christ, 1^ H instant m sea-

son and out of season, to fight the good fight f the faith, to

endure afflictions, and who at its very close could look back upon

it and say without any boasting, "I have fought the good fight;

I have finished my course."

u



Progress, unceasing, persistent progress, ww indeed a chief

cha-xcteristie of St. Paul's life. But more than this is implied

in iiis use of tlie foot-race as an illustration. If the runner is

ever on the stretch, if he is exerting every muscle to the full, if

he keeps his eyes fl.l'.vays to the front, it is that he may attain

the sooner to the fixed and definite mark which he has in view.

So with St. Paul. His progress was always towards a definite

aim ; he ran, but he ran as not uncertainly ; he was ever stretch-

ing forward to the things that are before ; his eye was always on

the goal as he pressed towards it.

Progress and progress towards a definite aim and with a

fixed purpose—these are the thoughts on which I wish to dwell

for a few moments this morning. And you will not I trust,

think it unnatural or out of place if on this last Lord's Day
of my ministry as Rector of the Parish and your spiritual

Pastor, I try to apply the thoughts suggested by the text to the

work of the Parish and to tl, * lives of the individual members
of it.

The Parish should ever be moving forward, and moving to

a definite aim. Thxi current of the individual life should always

be setting towards some clearly defined mark, and that mark
the highest possible.

And, first, the work of the Parish.

We are all agreed that stagnation and letharr must neces-

sarily be fatal. The only hope for a Parish in these days of

progress, as for any other institution, as for an individual, is to

keep moviug, to advance in line with the advancing life all

round.

Let me, then, indicrte certain respects in which definite

progress should be looked for.

1. First, there should be a constantly growing sense of the

corporate life of the Parish. A congregation means an assembly
of isolated units who gather togeth'^r for a particular purpose,

it may be for worship, it may be merely to be preached to; but
a parish seems to me to imply corporate life and therefore com-
mon work. This sense of which I speak has. no doubt, been
growing of late ; but it should continue to grow and should be-

come far stronger than it is, till evc^' one who worships here
feels that he is in very truth a memK .' of a body. There is no
reason why the growth of this sense should lead to mere par-
ochialism; that is, of course, a danger to be guarded against;

but the person who is isolated in a parochial sense is at least as

12



likely as anyone else to be without any due and adequate concep-

tion of the Church as a whole and his relation to it and respon-

sibility towards it.

2. Secondly, an increased sense of the corporate life of the

Parish will inevitably lead to a larger sense of responsibility for

personal service. The more completely we realize the fact that

we are members of a body, the more clearly shall we aee that

every member of the body has a vocation ana ministry, a voca-

tion to which he alone is called, a ministry which only he can

f ilfil. There are diversities of gifts, and in the Church's activi-

ties every one can find suitable exercise and scope for the special

gifts which God has given to h'm in particular.

To take a single illustration—in the Parish House when it is

completed there will be afforded scope for the gifts of some who

perhaps hitherto, though desiring to offer personal service, have

not seen J^ny opening for doing so.

3. Again, there his been manifested among us of late, as

we all know, a muc^ larger Interest than ever before in the

whole 8ub.iect of the missionary work of the Church. This we all

thankfully acknowledge as the direct outcome of the Laymen's

Missionary Movement. But we have as yet only just begun.

We are still far from having attained, to use St. Paul's word;

we most continually be stretching forward, till every man and

woman among us can say. This is tiie Church's work; it is indeed

the work for which primarily the Church exists, and if it is the

Church's work, then it is my work, iud by the grace of God my
share in it shall be faithfully done.

4. And once more, there has been very general progress

in the way of offering of our substance for the service of God

;

and I do not doubt that there are many who do in that way all

• that they ought to do ; but I am sure there must be some who in

this, as in other respects, need to be ninking progress, need to

be stretching forward. Once more let me repeat what I have

so often insisted upon—that our giving must be in satisfactory

proportion to our means, and must be done, not at haphazard

and* without care and thought, but regularly and systeuiatically.

On the subject of proportion. I will say just this. I am aware

of the difficulty in ?ome cases in deciding, owing perhaps to fluc-

tuations it business, what exactly an annual income is; but

taking one year with another, most men can say -ith some de-

gree of accuracy what the profits of their business are or v»-hat

their professional or other income is; and upon that sum, before

any deductions have been made for nece-ssary living expenses

or for luxuries, the first charge should be the proportion offered

13



for the service of God. In other words, if a man decides that

the riifht proportion for him to offer is one-t«nth of his available

mc'ome. then he must live upon, and make what savings he is

able to make out of. the remaining nine-tenths. Some people, of

course ought to give more than a tenth ; some no doubt are doitig

their dutv if they give ''ss; but whether it is a tenth, or more

or less it should be reckoned as a proportion of the whole that

is available for spending. We have, I say, made much progress

in this regard of late, but there is room for far more ;
we still

need to be stretching forward.

II.

* But after all. there can be no progress, or no progress that

is worth anything, in a Parish, unless the individuals of whom

it is made up are themselves making progress in their own lives.

To insist on the necessity of such progress is to utter the merest

commonplace of the pulpit; and yet it is not common to find

men and women following the example of St. Paul, and strain-

ing every faculty they possess in the effort to advance in the

spiritual life, that is to become day by day more and more Christ-

like. It would be well worth while for each of us to ask himself

what there is in his life which corresponds to the progress ob-

servable in St. Paul's.

Are you a better man or woman than you were five, ten.

fifteen years ago? I do not ask whether you come to Church

more regularly, to Holy Communion more frequently. I ask

not what you do, but wl it you arc. Are you nearer to Christ,

and is i/s more to you. Some, I am sure, could humbly but

honestly say. Yes; and some would have to say No, and to

confess that there has been no progress in their lives, because

they have never tried to make any progress. It may be that

they have neglected the means of grace ; it may be that they have

not used the grace they have received; there may be a dozen

explanations. But whatever the truth is. remember this. As it

always is too soon to relax effort, so it is never too late to begin

it. Without effort there can be no progress, and if there is no

progress there is no life.

But is there one here whose unspoken thought is that it

is of no use for him to try to go forward, because in the days

gone by he has failed and failed again, ancJ failed—it may
be;—most shamefully and grievously? Do you not know-^of

course you know it—that it is of the essence of Christ's religion,

one of the features which for ever distinguishes it from the

fairest fancies of poets and the most exalted dreams of philopo-

M



phers, that it proclaims the forKivenesa of sins ? Of lourae you

know it; you have said s<» in the Creed to-day. Past failures,

past sin, should be remembered only as helps towards humility

;

they should never be allowed to paralyze effort Take, then, the

forgiveness that is offered; and thru forget the things that are

behind, and stretch forward to the things that are before.

We do not, any of us, count ourselves to have attained ;
we

are not, any of us, yet what we hope to become, what we will

strive to become, either in knowledge or character or spiritual

depth. For the very best among us life must be an unceasing

advance from strength to strength. And if because of our weak-

ness we cannot, we dare not. hope to go from strength to

strength, let us not forget that out of weakness we may. by God's

infinite mercy and grace in Jesus Christ our Lord, be made

strong, and being strengthened with might by His Spirit in the

inner man, may then go from strength to further strength, until

unto the God of gods we appear every one of us in Zion.

Yes, there must be no standing still for any one of us, but

always a persistent stretching forward. To try to stand still

is to abdicate one „t' the highest prerogatives of our race. For

progress, it has been nobly said, is—

-

"Man's distinctive mark alone.

Not God's, and not the beasts'; uod is; they are;

Man partly is, and wholly hopes to be."

III.

I cannot close without one word of a more personal char-

acter then anything I have yet said. I wish to express publicly

my devout thankful) 3ss to God that nearly ten years ago I was

called—most unexpectedly—to take charge of the work of this

great Church. No one can be more conscious than I am myself,

as I look back upon those years, of the manifold imperfections

of my ministry, of the painful contrast between "the petty

done" and "the undone vast"; but with all the shortcomings

of my time here. I count it the highest privilege of my ministry

to have been allowed to serve (iod in this place, and I most

humbly and heartily thank Him for it.

I wish also to ask the pardon of all whom I have harmed

by word or deed or by neglect. There are some perhaps whom,

instead of drawin^r them nearer to our common Master, I have

rather repelled iV'.m Him ; and I ask their pardon for my uncon-

scious and unwilling fauH. There are some. I am sure, for

whom I might have done more, if I had not failed in something.
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in couratfe. or in perseverance, or in love; and for all roch fail-

Ui-ea I aak to be forgiven.

But it is of the future rather than of the past that we are

trying to think to-day, and to think with bright anticipation!

4nd hopefulneai.

When my tucceasor comes he will find here a loyal body of

earnest workers in various departments, whom for all their loyal

help to me I thank from the bottom of my heart, though their

work has been done not for me. but for the Master Whose we

all are and Whom we serve. A new Rector is sure to find new

openings for work that we have not yet seen or not been able to

take advantage of; and for him, from all the church workers

and fiom all who worship here I bespeak the same cordial wel-

come that was given to me nearly ten years ago, and the same

loyal support which I have had ever since.

St. James' Cathedral is. in a sense, only at the very begin-

ning of its usefulness ; more and .nore it mxA' assume the char-

acter of what is spoken of as a "down town" cLurch, and more

and more must it be ever stretching forward in the effort to

fulfil the duties which rest upon it in that character. It has

great traditions and unique opportunities, and I have not the

slightest doubt that it will live and work worthily of those

great traditions and rise to the height of those unique oppor-

tunities. That it may indeed be so is a prayer that I shall never

cease to offer as long as this life shall last, and my final request

to you is that sometimes, both in your homes and here at God's

Altar, you will remember me in my new work. Brethren, pray

for us.
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